Biden's Border Plan:
The Buck Stops With You !

This week on Save The Nation, we cover an aspect of the Biden-Harris border crisis that
has garnered very little attention via the mainstream media.
Quietly over the past few weeks, dozens of communities in the desert-Southwest have
started to learn the hard way the consequences of the Biden-Harris policies to restore the
‘catch and release’ program that had been cancelled by President Trump. In the last 10
days or so, hundreds of migrants have been bused to small, rural communities and
simply released into the streets by Border Patrol. The agency is following orders from
the Biden-Harris administration not to automatically deport illegal immigrants – a
policy that had been in place since February of 2020 under Title 42 instructions from the
CDC that was also used to ban foreign travel into the US.
But now, without any coordination with local authorities, The Intercept reports that
migrants are being dropped by the busload into small towns with little resources to
handle them. No indication if the migrants have been tested for COVID-19.
One such community was Gila Bend, Arizona where busses arrived and dumped dozens
of migrant families whom the Border Patrol could no longer hold in overcrowded
facilities. Founded in 1872 near the site of a Silver mine, Gila Bend is like many sleepy
border communities in the desert southwest, a quiet town reliant on highway tourist
traffic and local agriculture.
But something is happening in these quaint desert towns in Arizona, and if we’re going
to Save The Nation, it’s something you need to know about.
The Biden-Harris administration is simply dumping hundreds of migrants into dozens of
small towns and communities, and you can watch Fox News all you want but they
aren’t covering it, and of course CNN and the NY Times won’t touch it with a ten foot
pole. But Save The Nation is covering it. Small communities, some with populations
of only a few hundred people, simply are not capable of absorbing hundreds of
homeless, jobless migrants. And with the Biden-Harris administration admitting that
nearly 11% of migrants held by the DHS are testing positive for COVID-19, this strikes

us as the same type of mistake that Governor Andrew Cuomo (D-NY) made by sending
known positive COVID-19 patients back into retirement homes, resulting in tens of
thousands of needless deaths. By releasing migrants onto the streets of small towns, the
Biden-Harris administration is effectively dooming both migrants and Americans to
death from COVID-19. What can they be thinking?

